INTRODUCTION
If n is any positive integer, then an n-algebra is a vector space A over a field F together with a linear map : A mn ª A, where A mn denotes the n-fold tensor power of A. In the case n s 3 we say that A is a ternary Ž . algebra or triple system . To simplify notation, we write a a иии a 1 2 n Ž . Ž . instead of a m a m иии m a for a g A 1 F i F n . Given the n-algebra A, we can define a new n-ary operation y on the same vector space by the formula y a m a m иии m a s ⑀ a a иии a .
Ž . Ž .
Ý 1 2 n .1 .2 .n gS n Ä 4 Here S denotes the symmetric group on n letters, and ⑀ : S ª "1 is n n the sign homomorphism. We call this operation the n-commutator, and w x y usually write it as a a иии a . The operation is anticommutative in 1 2 n w x the sense that a a иии a s 0 whenever a s a for some i / j. We write 1 2 n i j A y for the n-algebra consisting of the vector space A with the operation y Ž . In the familiar case n s 2, we have an algebra A not necessarily . w x associative with product ab, and the commutator ab s ab y ba satisfyw x ing the anticommutative identity aa s 0.
We say that A is an associative n-algebra if the ordered product of 2 n y 1 elements does not depend on the position of the parentheses; that is, a иии a иии a иии a s a иии a иии a иии a , Ž . Ž .
whenever 1 F i -j F n. When n s 2 this reduces to the familiar identity Ž . Ž . ab c s a bc . w x The commutator ab in an associative 2-algebra satisfies the Jacobi ww x x ww x x ww x x identity ab c q bc a q ca b s 0. The anticommutative and Jacobi identities together define the variety of Lie 2-algebras. The Poincare᎐Bi-rkhoff᎐Witt theorem implies that any Lie 2-algebra is a subalgebra of A y for some associative 2-algebra A. It follows that any identity satisfied by the commutator in every associative 2-algebra follows from the Jacobi identity.
w x Ž w x . Kurosh K see also BB, Sect. 15 posed the question of determining all identities satisfied by the n-commutator in an associative n-algebra. For w x the case n s 3, it was shown in B2 that there are no identities of degree Ž . 5. The purpose of this paper is i to show that in the case n s 3 the Ž . simplest non-trivial identities have degree 7, and ii to classify all the identities of that degree. These results are closely related to the problem Ž of determining the correct definition of Lie n-algebra equivalently, deter-. mining the correct generalization of the Jacobi identity to n-algebras . w x w x w x w x Some other papers which deal with this problem are K , BB , F , HW , w x w x w x w x G1 , G2 , B2 , AP .
Most of the computations referred to in this paper were programmed in Maple V.4 and executed on a Sun Ultra 1 workstation. All the Maple procedures are available by e-mail from the author.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM USING REPRESENTATION THEORY
In this section we express Kurosh's problem for n s 3 in terms of the representation theory of the symmetric group. We enumerate the permutations of seven letters in lexicographical order:
s abcdfge, иии , s gfedcba.
5040
From now on we assume that the base field F is the field of complex numbers. and I. Thus we are interested in the kernel I of the S -module homomor-7 w x phism E: P ª Q. The matrix E representing the linear map E has size 5040 = 280; the ij-entry is the coefficient of the ith associative monomial in the expansion of the jth anticommutative monomial. The space P decomposes as a direct sum
where P X is the span of the 210 monomials of type 1, and P Y is the span of Ž the 70 monomials of type 2. It is clear that these are submodules, since . the action of S does not affect the bracket arrangement. We have the 7 following result on the S -module structure of P X and P Y . Similar results 7 w x for the case n s 2 and 2 F k F 6 can be found in B1 . 
LEMMA. The characters of the S -modules

From this we obtain the multiplicities of the simple S -modules in P
A basis for I is obtained by applying to this identity the permutations with Ž . indices 1 q 720 i 0 F i F 6 ; in cycle notation, these are
w 5 x A generator of the six-dimensional submodule of I isomorphic to 21 is Ž . 1r12 of the linearization of the alternating sum on c, d, e, f, g of www x x x www x x x ww xw x x 3 acd ae fg q 2 cde af ag y acd efg a , which can also be expressed as 1 is 1r24 of the alternating sum on a, b, c, d , e, f, g of abc de fg y ww xw x x abc def g , which can also be expressed as
Proof. These calculations, like those in the lemma, were done using Maple procedures on a Sun workstation.
The first procedure generated the 280 permutations corresponding to the monomials of types 1 and 2. The second procedure expanded the commutators in each of the monomials. Each expanded monomial is a list of 6 3 s 216 permutations, which were stored together with their signs and lexicographical index. The third procedure used a matrix B of size 400 = Ž . w x 280 initially set to zero ; it then read the rows of the matrix E in blocks of 120 into the last 120 rows of B and computed the reduced row᎐echelon Ž . form of B. After all 42 s 5040r120 blocks were processed in this way, w x Ž the matrix B was equal to the reduced row᎐echelon form of E . This w x method was used to save memory, since the matrix E was never stored all . at once. A basis for the nullspace of B was then computed; the nullspace w x Ž of B is the same as the nullspace of E . This entire calculation took . 4520.30 s. The results showed that the kernel I has dimension 7. The lemma shows that any seven-dimensional submodule of P is isomorphic to w 5 x w 7 x 21 [ 1 . A second set of procedures took the basis vectors of the nullspace of w x E , computed the result of applying the commutator expansion map to each of these vectors, and verified that the result was always the zero w x vector. This shows that each basis vector of the nullspace of E is indeed Ž an identity satisfied by the ternary commutator. This verification took . 17.12 s.
A third set of procedures determined a basis for the submodule generw x ated by each of the basis vectors of the nullspace of E . Four of the basis vectors generated the whole kernel I, and the other three generated the Ž six-dimensional submodule. The first two identities in the theorem and . the corresponding basis permutations were obtained from these calcula-Ä 4 tions. These first two identities have coefficients in y1, 0, 1 . The list of 280 coefficients for the generator of I is w 5 x The list of coefficients for the generator of 21 is Ž . This computation took 35,060.70 s. A fourth set of procedures determined a basis for the one-dimensional submodule of I as follows. A general linear combination of the basis w x vectors of the nullspace of E was computed. Each transposition in S 7 was applied to this general vector, and the result set equal to the negative of the general vector. The third identity in the theorem is a basis for the solution space of these equations. This identity was checked by applying the commutator expansion map and verifying that the result was the zero Ž . vector. This calculation took 169.93 s.
The above calculations were checked by a fifth set of procedures that w x read in the rows of E one at a time; this allowed the computer to keep track of which rows resulted in an increase in the rank of B. The output consisted of a list of 273 row indices corresponding to a basis of the row w x space of E , thereby verifying that the kernel has dimension 7. These row Ž indices are listed in Table III . This calculation took 54,700.57 s to get to . row 2161 and 131,015.17 s to get to row 5040.
